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Geophysical database services

Recent developments in database management and 
standardisation in the GEOMIND project
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With the financial support of the European Community eContmtplus program the GEOMIND 
project established two pioneer international standards for geophysical information: the GEOMIND 
Profile, an extension of the ISO 19115 metadata standard for geographic information, and the Gen
eral Geophysical Data Model (GGDM) for geophysical measurement and interpretation data. The 
article summarizes the role of these two models in the GEOMIND information system, and explains 
the benefits of using a general approach and schema based XML languages in geophysical data ex
change.
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1. Introduction

In 2007 with the financial support of the European Community eCon- 
tentplus program an international project was started with the intention of 
building a web portal providing information on the geophysical data re
sources of seven European countries. The GEOMIND (Geophysical Multi
lingual Internet-Driven Information Service) project is believed to be a 
new milestone in geophysical data standardization and integration.

The two cornerstones of data integration in the GEOMIND project are 
the ISO 19115 Metadata Standard and the General Geophysical Data 
Model (GGDM). Recent developments are implementing the GEOMIND
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Metadata Profile that is the geophysical extension of ISO 19115, and anew 
XML based geophysical markup language. The results will be extensively 
used for data exchange within the GEOMIND system.

2. GEOMIND Metadata Profile

The ISO 19115 is an international metadata standard developed for 
geographic datasets, accepted and supported by the W3C and the OGIS 
consortium. It is widely used in Geographic Information Systems (GIS), 
especially in internet data search applications. The standard is very deep 
and sophisticated, allowing very detailed description of spatial datasets.

In general, metadata answer questions of what, who, when, where, 
why, how etc. Typical questions, and metadata answers:

What citation/title

Who metadata contact, point of contact, citation/responsible 
party

When metadata date stamp, citation/dates, time extent

Where geographic code, geographic description, bounding box, 
bounding polygon

Why abstract

How data quality/lineage

From whom distributor

How to get distribution options

How much distribution options/fees

To be able to use it for geophysical datasets the core of the original 
standard was extended by a new geophysical section. It is used to describe 
instrumentation and measuring conditions. New codelists and ISO codelist 
elements were added to the standard. The extended set of metadata ele
ments is called the GEOMIND Metadata Profile. The Profile defines three 
main element types that are sub-classed from the ISO MD_Metadata ele
ment. Using these three element types and their relationships most compli
cated data and documentation systems can be described on metadata level.
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3. GE Geophysical Object

Geophysical object is a collective term for a set of geophysical data 
that is used as a natural unit. It is a matter of convention what is considered 
to be a geophysical object. In the GEOMIND profile one gravity station, 
one DC sounding, a set of geophysical logs in the same borehole, or a seis
mic line is a geophysical object. Geophysical models (results of modelling 
or inversion) also belong to this category.

4. GE Geophysical Object Set

A Geophysical Object Set is a collection of geophysical objects, 
grouped by some common properties, or constraints. There are several 
types of object sets. Projects, campaigns, or data repositories are typical 
examples of Geophysical Object Sets. Object sets may be aggregated to 
form higher level object sets.
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Fig. 1. Left: The ISO 19115, and the GEOMIND Metadata Profile with the core, and the 
geophysical extensions. Right: The three main GEOMIND metadata classes.

1. ábra. Baloldal: Az ISO 19115 és a GEOMIND metaadat profil magja a geofizikai 
kiterjesztésekkel. Jobboldal, a három fő metaadat osztály

5. GE Report

Report is a collective term for any kind of documentation. It can be 
text, map, profile, image, printed or digital document. Reports may be ag
gregated to form complex documentation.
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Reports, geophysical objects and object sets are related to each other. 
Defining and storing those relationships in the metadata records makes it 
possible to handle a large geophysical data system as one well structured.

The technical specification of the ISO 19115 is defined by the ISO 
19139 XSD schema package. The GEOMIND standard follows the stan
dard by including the original schema definitions and by defining the ex
tensions in ISO style schema definitions. Extended and added codelists are 
documented in ISO compliant XML resources.

6. General Geophysical Data Model (GGDM)

Detailed data exchange within the GEOMIND system will be possible 
in two ways: in well known international data formats and in GEOMIND 
format. Major industry standards, like SEG and LAS will be accepted by 
GEOMIND. At the same time GEOMIND will provide standard format for 
selected geophysical methods. Initially the number of supported methods 
will be five (gravity, magnetometry, VES, TDEM, airborne measurements) 
and it will be increased later. The GEOMIND format is based on the Gen
eral Geophysical Data Model.

The aim of a uniform geophysical data model is to eliminate unneces
sary structural diversity in the geophysical data sets. This way common 
data management tools can be developed, and the transparency of distri
buted national systems and local data repositories can be improved.

The main idea of GGDM is to get rid of the concept of ‘geophysical 
methods’. The model handles geophysical measurements in a very general 
way: a measurement is a set of data collected in different measuring layouts 
using different layout components (sensors and sources). The geometry 
(size, position, orientation) of layout components can be strictly defined 
and linked to items in instrument catalogues. Measured data is stored as pa
rameter sets (groups of key-value pairs) and one, or multi-dimensional data 
arrays. Description of (one and) multi-dimensional data is similar to GML 
point coverages. It is defined by domain sets and range sets. Domain sets 
define the reference points in the multidimensional parameter space (ab
scissa) and range sets define the measured data values (ordinate). Domain 
sets may be regular, or irregular sequences, and may represent any physical 
property (space, time, frequency etc). Measurement geometry is defined in 
a local coordinate reference system that is described by the local CRS en-
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tity. The measuring point reference location (origin) can be either in Carte
sian or spheric coordinate system. Any number of CARS can be used. 
Elevation may also be defined in more than one vertical datum.

Figure 2 gives an overview of the measurement data structure. Multi
ple boxes mean unlimited number of nested structures.
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Fig. 2. Measurement in the GGDM data model 

2. ábra. Mérés a GGDM adatmodellben

The use of parameters is strictly controlled in GEOMIND. Parameters 
are referenced by a code that identifies a type definition record in the par
ameter catalogue. Name, unit of measure, data type, description of the par
ameter can be found there. Parameter catalogues must be cited in the corre
sponding metadata records.

7. GEOMIND Portal and the Metadata Editor

The GEOMIND portal was launched on the 1 st of September 2008. It 
is a server application, and a flexible, multilingual user interface with sev-
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eral search facilities. Searches are carried out against the central database. 
The server application automatically collects metadata from the distributed 
metadata repositories by CS-W harvesting. Metadata are edited and vali
dated locally using the Metadata Editor application, or created by 3rd party 
metadata tools, and uploaded to the central portal manually.

Data transfer is taking place in the form of XML files. Data integrity is 
ensured by XSD schema validation. During data upload XML-s are parsed 
and disassembled to nodes. Nodes are identified by checking against the 
schema and together with their parent-child relations stored in the data
base. The schema—the meta-model— is also stored in the database. During 
downloading nodes are collected and assembled to XML text for http 
transfer.

The GEOMIND Metadata Editor (MDEditor) is a powerful java appli
cation to edit schema-based XML documents (Fig. 3). The user interface is 
generated from the meta-model that ensures great functional generality. 
Apart from manual editing the MDEditor has multi format import/export 
functionality, and a built in mechanism to generate metadata from external 
JDBC data resources. To use this upload-profile must be set up by defining 
a sequence of SQL queries. By executing the upload-profile metadata re
cords are assembled from the external resources, validated and stored auto
matically in the local database. MDEditor also has publishing functional
ity.

8. Summary

With the common effort of 12 European organizations the GEOMIND 
project will set up a multilingual web portal to integrate metadata resources 
about geophysical datasets in the participating countries. To overcome the 
problem of data source in homogeneity XML based metadata and detailed 
data standards were developed. The GEOMIND Metadata Profile extends 
the existing ISO 19115 standard for geographic datasets. The GGDM data 
model establishes a new geophysical markup language that will be used 
within the GEOMIND system. The portal application will provide a conve
nient interface and efficient search facilities to find geophysical datasets. 
The metadata editor makes it easier for data providers to share their valu
able data with the public.
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Abstract:

The dataset contains the 3-component geomagnetic data in the XYZ orientation system, 
minute mean gaussian filtered geomagnetic variation data starting from January of 1991 

These observations are the INTERMAGNET standard definite values of the intensity of 
geomagnetic field. The data give possibility e.g. to study the secular variation of the 
observatory, solar quiet variation, Earth- Sun system physics.
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Fig. 3. The MDEditor application 
3. ábra. Az MDEditor metaadat szerkesztő program
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Az adatbázis kezelés és szabványosítás legújabb eredményei a 
GEOMIND projekt tükrében

SŐRÉS László, Mikael PEDERSEN, Valdas RAPSEVICIUS, Klaus KÜHNE, Jörg KUDER

Az Európai Közösség eContentplus programjának támogatásával a GEOMIND projekt két 
úttörő jellegű nemzetközi geofizikai szabvány alapjait rakta le. Egyik a GEOMIND profil, a 
földrajzi adatokra vonatkozó ISO 19115 metaadatszabvány geofizikai kiterjesztése, másik a geofi
zikai mérések, és értelmezési adatok leírására szolgáló Általános Geofizikai Adatmodell (GGDM). 
A cikk összegzi a két adatmodellnek a GEOMIND információs rendszerben játszott szerepét és 
bemutatja, hogy az általános megközelítés, valamint az XML alapú adatleírás a geofizikai adatok 
cseréjének terén milyen előnyökkel jár.


